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Spanwiseliftdistributionshavebeen calctited for 61 sweptwings
with varioussspectratiossmd taperratiossnd with a varietyof angle-
of-attackor twistdistributions,includingflap and ailerondeflections,
by meansof the Weissingermethodwith eightcontrolpointson the semi-
Spsxl.Also calculatedfor theseplan formswere aerodynamicinfluence
coefficientswhichPertain to a certain definiteset of stationsalong
the span. The informationpresentedhereincan thusbe used both in the
‘analysisof untwistedwingsor wingswith knowntwistdistribtiionsad
in aeroelastic alculationsinmlving id.tiallyunknowntwistdistributions.
This papersupplementssnd is intendedto be used in conjunction
withNACA TN 3014,wherethe sametype of information,calculatedin the
sameway, is presentedfor 19 unsweptwings.
INTRODUCTION
In the designof sn drplane, a knowledgeof the spsnwiselift
distributionon the wing is importantin predictingstructuralloadsand
stabilitychsracteriqtics.For high-speedairplaneshawingflexiblewings,
the calculationof the spsmwiseliftdistributionis an aeroelasticrather
than a purelyaerodynamicproblem. In aeroelasticcalculations,meaus
sre requiredfor calculatingthe spanwiseliftdistributionexpressedin
termsof angle-of-attack(ortwist)distributionswhichme hitially




and coefficientsat “=bitraryspanwisestationsare developedsnd dis-
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2 NACATN 3476
thesequ&tities sre presentedin reference1 for 19 unsweptwingshaving D
variousaspectratiosand taperratios. The calculationswere made on
the =1.1TelephoneLaboratoriesx-66744relaycomputerat the Langley
Laboratory.A convenientmatrixformulationof the WeissingerL-method,
.
with eightcontrolpointson the semispanwas used. ,
In the presentpaper,numericalresultscorrespondingto thosegiven
in reference1 sre presentedfor 61 sweptwings in subsonicflow. The
calculationsof the presentpaperhavebeen made h the samemanneras
thoseof reference1 smd may be used in”thesameway. For instance,the
methodsdescribedin the body and the appendixesof reference1 for cal- .
culatingaerodynamicinfluencefunctionsand influencecoefficientsat
arbitraryspsnwisestatioticanbe used in conjunctionwith the informa-
tion presentedhereinbecausethey ap@y to any sweepangle. The pres-
ent papermay, therefore,be considereda supplementto reference1, and
in orderto facilitateits jointuse withreference1 the calculated

















bending-momentcoefficientfor unit sngleof attack,
4x33endQ? moment
qSb





at a unit angleof attack
for one semispanof antisynmetricallyloaded




















































angleof sweepbackat the quarter-chordline,deg
taperratio, %/%
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Geometriccharacteristicsof the 61 plan formstreatedin thispaper .
sre givenin tableI. Theseplan forms,togetherwith the 19 plan forms
consideredin reference1, are also shownin figure1. Lift distributions
due to the followi.ngconttiuoussymnetric
attackdistributionshavebeen calculated
and antisymetricangle-of- 0










Quadratic (a=+ )for fiZO; a=-# for y++~O
cubic (a. y+3)
.




The straight-lineangle-of-attackconditionwas includedto represent.
actualstructuraltwistswherethe surfaceof the wing is generatedby
straightlinesso that the product c%, the deflectionof the leading
edge,vsrieslinearlywith @+; that is
c%= Ct++y%t
or, for tit twistat the tip,
For uutaperedwings,the straight-linelift




Lift distributionsfor flap-typeand aileron-typeangle-of-attack
distributionsre alsopresented. A correctionhas been made for the
discontinuityin angleof attackby the methodof appendixB of refer-
ence 1; this correctioninsuresthat the accuracyof the liftdistribu-
tionsfor the discontinuousangle-of-attackconditionsis of the ssme
orderas that for the continuousangle-of-attackconditions.The values
of bf/b and bai@ (ratiosof the flsp spanto the totalspanand the
aileronspanto the totalspan,respectively)for whichthe Uft distri-
butionshavebeen calculatedare 0.1,0.2, 0.3,0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,0.8,
0.9, SJ. ldl.o.As is usual,the flapshavebeen takento be inboardand
the aileronsoutboard. The liftdistributionfor any flap or iaileron
configurationmay be obtaine”d,however,by linearsuperposition;thus,
the liftdistributionfor au outboardflap etiending,for example,from
y++=o.5 to y+= 1.0 canbe obtainedby subtractingthe liftiUstribu-
tion for,tb inbo~ flap (bf/b= 0.5) fromthe additionalliftdistri-
aileronsF/b=1.0).bution A s=lkr procedurecan be used for inboard.
The u distributionsfor the 61 plan formsconsideredare pre-
sentedin figures2 to 62. TableI servesas a tableof contentsfor
this groupof figures. Parts (a) and (b) of eachfigurecontainthe
liftdistributiondue to symmetricand antisynmetricontinuousaugle-
of-attackdistributions,respectively,for a g~venplan form,and per-b
snd (d) containthe liftdistributiondue to flapsand aileronsrespec-
tively,for the sameplan form.
(c)
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AerodynamicParameters
l
The aerodynamicpsrsmeteYs ~, Cm, ~, CDi, Czd’ W %1/2’ .
calculatedby the methodof appendixA of reference1, are presentedin
tableII for the plan formsconsideredherein. The valuesof ~
and Cm for a unit effectiveflapde~ction, calculatedin the same
manner,are presentedh tableIII, and the valuesof ~ 1/2 and c~
for a unit effectiveailerondeflectionwe presentedin tableIV.
These liftandmomentcoefficientspertdn directlyto full-chord
flapsand aileronsset at“aneagleof attack(measuredin the streamwise
direction)of 1 radisn. For partial-chordflapsand aileronsdeflected
by an angleof b radisnsabouttheirhingelines,thesecoefficients
mustbe multip~ed by the qpantity C@ cos Ah) where ~ is defwd ti
termsof sectionpropertiesas




liftdistributionsyere obtainedby the methodof appendixA of refer-
ence1 and are presentedas the matrices [Qs] and pa] in tablesV(a)
andV(b),respectively.Each influence-coefficientmatrixin the table
appliesto a givenplan form. These influence-coefficientmatricescan.

















a is the angleof attack
0.9239,0.8315, 0.7071,0.5556,0.3827,0.1951,
at stations y+ = o.9~8,
.nd O,snd V is the
deifiedlifi at ttisestatio&~ In ttispaper-theconventionis tliat
the angleof attackfor the stationnesrestthe wing tip (y+= O.9808)
is the firstelementof the sngle-of-attackmatrix {a} and the lift
at the ssmestationis the.ffistelementof the liftdistribution
matrix
{}




functionssre reqyiredfor srbitrsq~stations,theymay be calculated
fromthe numericaldatapresentedhereinby the methodsdevelopedin
reference1.
DISCUSSION
The limitationsof the Weissingermethodhavebeen discussedin
reference1 smd elsewhere.To the extentthatthey applyto the results
presentedherein,they are summarized in the followingpsmgraphs.
The resultsobtainedby the Weissi.ngermethodapplyonlyto augles
of attackwhich are relativelysmall,becausethe methodpresupposes
potentialflow and at higheranglesof attackthe boundsry-layereffects
tend to becomesignificant.Iu the csseof sweptwingstheseeffects
may be differentfromthe effectson unsweptwings,inasmuchas on swept
wingsa distinctleqding-edgevortexmay be formedat evenmoderate
anglesof attack. The effectof thisvortexon the flow fieldis smenable
to analyticaltrea-nt by potential-flowtheory,but such en anadysis
is beyondthe scopeof thispaper.
Basically,the Weissingermethodappliesto incompressibleflow.
However,by meansof the three-dimensionalPrandtl-Glauertrule it csn
be extendedto compressiblemibsonicflow. This rule statesthatthe
pressuredistribution,the lift,the rollingmoment,and similsrquantities
for a wingwith aspectratio A, taperratio h, end ~le of s%mepback Ab
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correspondingquantitiesfor awing with an aspectratio Ail -M2,
.






incompressiblemedim at the sameangleof attack. At .~ch nunibers
approaching1 the linesrizationsimpliedby thisrule tend to lose
valitity;however,the resultsof linesrtheory(suchas the Weissinger
methodin conjunctionwith the Prandtl-Glauertrule)are more nearly
validat very high subsonicMach numbersfor wingswith high anglesof
sweepbackand low aspectratiosthan for unsweQtwingswith moderateor
high aspectratios.
Inasmuchas the sideof the fuselagetendsto act as a reflection
plate,a sweptbackor a sweptforwsrdwing with a largefuselageis equiv-
alent,to a certainextent,to sn M or a W wing,respectively.How-
ever,calculationsof the liftdistributionson M wingshave indicated ,1
thatthe effectsof the spanuisediscontinuitiesin the localangleof
sweepbackere largelylocalized,so that the effectsof nacellesand fuse-
lage on the I&t%distributionat lok anglesof attackare not likelyto “
be much lsrgerfor sweptthan for unsweptwings.
The Weissingermethodfurnishesno informationconcerningthe local
chordwisecentersof pressure. Some of the availabletheoreticalinforma-
tion concerningthis stijectis summerizedin reference2 for sweptback
as well as for unswept-s.
The Weissingerideaof concentratingthe lifton the quarter-chord
line and satisfyingthe bouudaryconditionat the three-qusrter-chord
line,as well as the integralequationwhich constitutesthe mathematical
expressionof this idea,is.validfor the purposeof calculatinglift
distributionson all the plan formsconsideredhereinand in reference1.
However,the numericalmethodusedby Weissingerand alsoused herein
end in reference1 for solvingthis equationhas the shortcomingthat,
unlessmsny pointsare consideredalongthe span,numericalclifficulties
sriseat the root of sweptwingsof high aspectratioand on all wings
with zerotaperratio. Near the root,the difficultystemsfromthe
factthat h the numericaltreatmentno pointsere consideredbetween
the rootproperand a pointat 20 percentof the semispanif eightpoints
are used alongthe semispan(orkO percentif fourpointsare used).
However,for a sweptwing the kernelof the Weissingerequation,that is,
the F(y,~) functionof reference1, variesrapi.@lynearthe root and,
consequently,so doesthe liftdistributionwith a distanceof abouk
one-halfroot chordfromthe root. This rapidvariationcannotbe taken
intoaccountproperlyin the caseof wingsof moderateand high aspect
ratios,for whichone-hslifroot.chordsmountsto only a smallfraction






the liftdistributiongoesto zerowith finite
numericaltreatmentof the Weissingerequation






Thesedifficultiesresultin incoirectvaluesof the liftdistri-
butionnot onlynearthe root or tip,but sometimesovermost of the span.
Calculationsbymesns of more accuratemethodsand comparisonwith ~eri-
mental.resultshave indicatedthat for highlysweptwingsof largeaspect
ratioor wingswith zerotaperratio,calculationswith fourpointson
the semispanmsyleadto unreliableresults. Consequently,eightpofits
were used in the calculationsdescribedhereti. Even so, the U&t dis-
tributionsare likelyto be lessreliablefor‘thesewingsthan for others,
at leastin the regionsnearthe root or the tip, as the casemay be.
The mannerin whichresultsof the typepresentedhere can be used
to calculateliftdistributionsfor lawwnand initiallyunknownangle-
of-attackor twistdistributionshas been discussedexpensivelyin ref-
erence1; in particular,the relativemeritsof the vsxiousmethodsof
obtain= aerodsmsmicmluence f~ctio~ ~ coefficientsfrom s-




will not be repeatedhere.
.
For a varietyof sngle-of-attackconditions(includingflap and
ailerondeflections),spsmise liftdistributionsand aerodynamicinfluence
coefficientspertainingto a certaindefiniteset of stationsalongthe
spanhawebeen calculatedby meansof the Weissingermethodwith eight
controlpointson the semispanfor 61 swept-s with vsrioustaper
ratiossnd aspectratiosand the resultsare presentedherein.
This informationsupplementsthat presentedpreviouslyfor 19 unswept
wingsh NACA TN 3014. It csnbe used in the analysisof untwistedswept
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TABIJZI.- Concluded






























































































































% “~ F % Czd %@
KU 1** 0.63258 O:$g; 0.62777 O.q 0.40239
xl.3 1.85827 .76562 .73740
.@353 .4n8
U4 1.87569 .78408 .41&)2 .74780 .14144 Mlti$
U!l. 2.422U .87483 .36119 .73731 .r7358
2.6h357 1.03227 .39048
.77973 .22206 .77%8
U23 2.6gh5A 1.o&04 .40157
.78963 .23673 .81588
124 2.6goh3 1.1.1252 .41351 .77439 .24828 .*753
133 :.;&y 1.33g7h .3!3659 .63@+6 ;&7g 1.204%
.697Io
.39J+06 .697W A&9&
213 1:94394 .81123 .41731 .&)348 .14090
214 1.94567 .82).25 .42209 .&331 .1h283
.48533
221 2.70036 1.o131.o .37517 .86487 .19248 :6&939
222 2.93175 1.17765 .40169 .63750 .23~3
223 2.97252 1.22157 .410g5
.94539 .24987 .85545
224 2.9*5 1.2@15 .42Q98 .92268 .25&5 lW933
231 3.62802 1.28766 .35492 .85056 .27066 1.02066
232 3.87786 1.51704 .39121 .84030 .~28 1.246&)
233 3.5Q762 1.58358 .40679 .82704 .38598 1.3254’0
23-4 3.84630 1.63416 .42487 .79134 .4UJ.2
4U
1.38918
1.94963 .83456 .41.267 .813u .13116 .45239
412 2.00588 .84812 .&x2 ..85365 .14070 .47837
413 1.99173 .-84872 .42612 .e4167 .J1.210 .481.71
414 1.gklog .8y5m .43074 .83076 .14283 .48332
415 1-8’8573 .@lg75 A## .75812 .14291 .48245
421 3.01773 1.21.~ .98994 .21456 .75159
422 3.12165 1.32624 .42483 1.03374 .24783 .838U.




425 1.26357 .45211 .78405
431 3:95%74 1.55052 .3967 .87882 .2g5n4 1.06%6
432 4.06464 1.73748 .42746 .37218 1.2h7~ -
433 3.g8~4 1.76646 .44330 :g~: .3g444 1.29g54
434 3.77202 1.74936 .46377 .4m8 1.33356
435 3.58I76 1.p.222 .47834 .77202 .416&2 1.33938
.— .. .. . ---- -— —---- -—-— --.-— —-—. —-— ——---





% cm F. %1 Cl& %/2
441 4.59360 1.74@2 o:~yl; o:@& ‘ 0.36660 1.33740
443 ;.~%56; 2.06748 .52188 1.68536
.80382 .4Yj06 .79992 .l~40 .44868
;E 1:97370 .83958 .42538 .82643 .13407 .44750
513 1.94378 .83430 .42922 .80235 .14097 .47640
514 1.86579 .81219 .43531 .74255 .14144 .47633
515 1.79034 l 7m3 .Ut072 .68%8 .14132 .474&l
521 2.84253 1.15554 .k0651 .87363 .20313 ..70869
522 2.90250 1.25139 .43U4 .-89571 .23721 :;;%g
523 2.82432 1.24$9 .441.06 .85671 .2@26
524 2.64909 1.20486 .45482
.77559 .248+ .81672





532 .43620~- .67188. .33576 1.10910
533 3.UJO+2 L56882 ,45547 .65946 .35838 1.15985
534 3.23712 1.55268 A&g .63384 .37584
xl
1.19388
3.88932 1.50732 .43596 .31608 1:U&
6n 1.8=59 .75411 .41604 .70028 .12291
612 1.82760
.78737 .43082 p; .u837 .55245
613 1.77234 .77418 .43681 .13614 .45573
614 1.65722
.73998 .UI-652 :;;%~ .13653 .4+16
615 1.55931 .70947 .45499 .13617 .45080
6~ 2.36382 .96159 .40679 .60540 .24783 .838n
622 2.37666 L04664 .U038 .60717 .20790 .68451
623 2.28954 1.04175 .45500 .5&l14 .21687 .70428
624 2.llg44 1.00566 .47449 l 53079 .22263 .71343
631 2.67384 1.064~




















































































































































































































































I0.0078-0.00330.0035 0.00150.0= 0.00520.0353 0.01400.0805 0.03670.1976 0.07560.4194 0.16530.3406 0.3403
.
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0.0587 0.0535 0:0436 0.0417 0.0382
0.0272 0.147) o.11o3 o.o&79 0.0827
0.0152 0.0756 0.2357 0.16~ 0.1341
0.01J2 0.0468 0.1317 ”0.3259 0.2294
0.0086 0.0369 0.0879 0.1938 0.4159
0.0074 0.0503 o.om o.135n o.26k6
0.0066 0.0278 0.0644 0.1237 0.2058
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o.oqo 0.0205 0.01.26 0.01.00 0.0075 0.0067 0.0062 0.oo31-
0.0097 0.0593 0.0354 0.0208 oool$9 ooo133 o=o~ oo@2
0.0033 0.02U 0=0869 0-0475 0.0278 0.0234 0.0199 0.01.03
0.0017 0.0076 0.0316 0.u26 0.0599 0.0364 0.0330 0.0151
0.0009 0.0044 0.0123 0.0432 0.1380 0.0749 0.0503 0.0250
0.0006 0.0026 0.00&) 0.0189 0.05~ 0.I-6!% 0.09% 0.0390
0.0005 0.0022 0.0054 0.0139 0.0298 0.0808 0.2044 0.0790




















































































































































































































































































































(a) Synuuetric loadings [Q.] - Continued
Planform51a
‘o.oggl 0.086z -0.06u2 0.0658 0.0547 0.0609 o.o~2g O.OW;
0.0390 0.2$23 .0.1892 0.1489 0.1405 0.1332 0.1312 0.0653
0.0193 0+!68- 0;4JE0 0.3u0 0.24% 0.2%3 o.-4 0.xu8
0.0143 O.O@ ‘&~23~ o.6~2 0+408 0.3573 0.%28 0.1660
10.0109 0.0588 0.1558 0.3698 0.8199 0.5852 0.4893 0.242710.0096 0.0483 0.1305 0.2640 0.5206 1+0190 0.7594 0.33740.0087 0.0447 0.llk6 0.2358 0.4053 0=7110 1.2582 0.53570.0086 0.0428 0.u26 0.2223 0.3925 0.6170 1.0486 0.9489
Planform512 /
.
‘0.0595 0.0542 O.Ok@ 0.0425 0.0394 0.0388 0.0378 O.Olti
0.0274 0.1468 0.I.U5 0.0892 0.0&6 0.0792 0.0788 0.0387
O.OUO 0.0756 0.2380 0.1704 0.1363 0.1293 0.1229 0.0617
o.om8 0.0456 0.1309 0.325 0.2316 0.1880 0.1837 0.0874
0.0082 0.0349 o.o@o o.lm 0.4189 0.2987 0.2501 0.u39
0.0067 0.0278 0.0692 0.1345 0.2627 0.5137 o.38m 0.1695
0.0058 0.0250 o.oqg2 0.u75 0.2006 0.3535 0.6305 0.2678
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TABLE.V - Continued
(a) Synmetricloadings [Qs]- Continued
Plsnform524
[
0.0440 0.0388 0.0295 0.0260 0.021-50.0195 0.0183 0.0093
0.0196 0.I.0590.0756 0=0544 0.0466 0.0394 0003~ 000188
0.0096 0.0504 0.1647 0.1068 0=0746 0.0645 0=0583 0=0296
0.0058 0.0249 0.07& 0.~41 o.13~ 0.0928 0.0854 0.0409
0.0032 0.0147 0.0377 0.I-Q020.2545 0.1555 0.u67 0.0581
0.0020 0.0083 0.0228 0.0485 0.U05 0.2922 0.1505 0.0800
0.0013 0.0058 0.0140 0.0318 0.0626 0.1493 0.3465 0.1391
o.001.I.0.0044 0.oU-7 0.0232 0.0505 0.0970 0.24u 0.28u
Plsnfolm1525
[
0.0467 0.0413 0.0315 0.0277 0.0225 0.0199 0.0181 0.009i-
0.0209 0.U27 o.o@8 0.05& 0.0489 0.0402 0.0378 O.01~
0.01-04o.oX1 0.1755 0.u37 0.0783 0.0658 0.0577 o.02gl
0.0063 0.0271 0.0839 0.2271 0.1385 0.0944 0.0845 0.0400
0.0034 0.0157 0.0401 0.~53 0.2663 0.1581 0.u42 0.0564
0.0020 0.0084 0.0230 0.0483 0.121.O0.2980 0.1866 0.0767
0.0012 0.00!540.01.290.0291 0.0566 0.1399 0.3418 0.1338




0.0006 0.0402 0.0244 0.0083 0.0x26 0.0053 o.o~ 0.0027
0.0001 0.0064 0.0739 0.0399 0.0396 0.0206 0.0153 0.0097
0.0001 0.0013 0.0179 0.1-loo0.0585 9.0343 0=0342 0“0153
0.0000 0.0011 0.0048 0.0341 0.1467 0.081J-0.0557 0.0287
0.0000 0.0005 0.0036 O.ollg 0.0554 0.1855 0.1145 0..0463
0.0000 0.0006 0.0020 0.0089 0.0251 0.0865 0.2377 0.0940































































































































































































































-0.0031 0.0044 -o.cn32 0.0019
0.0073 -0.0020 0.0064 -0.0007
0.0032 0.0097 0.0010 0.0042
0.0320 0.0093 O.01~ 0.0038
0.0919 O.oqn 0.0185 0.01.20
0.0174 0.u65 0.0599 0.0191
0.00k1 0.0306 0.1469 0.0529
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0.0643 0.0516 0.0483 0.0433 o..oka 0.0415
0.1742 0.1303 0.UX9 0.0928 O.O@ 0.0859
0.08&) 0.27tD 0.1929 0.14tD 0.1381 Oo1321
0.0493 0,14X 0.3731 0.2515 0=1973 oolW9
0.0322 0;0813 0.1973 0=4584 0.312J- o=2573
0.0201 0.0535 0.1124 0.2502 0.5442 0.3918
0.0145 0.0357 0.0790 0.1526 0.3230 0.65&
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[1(b) Antisymuetric loadings Qa
Planform11.1
‘0.7@5 0.2427 0.1793 0.0346 0.0825 0.002 0.0251-
0.3170 1.9~2 1.03& 0.4338 o.m56 0.1404 0.0766
0.1569 0.9189 3.4050 1.7a5 0.8727 O.xa 0=2099
O.lf@ 0.4863 1.6633 4.6593 2.4336 1.15~ 0.5325
0.0700 0.3308 0.89~ 2.2667 5.6063 2.7052 1.0354
0-0449 0.1950 1.1299 2.5528 5.9327 2.26ti












0.7454 o.55a 0.4430 0.2948
2.0437 1.4441 0.9628 0.6819
1.03.08 3.1943 1.gg54 1. lglo
o.5616 1.6u?8 4.138 2.3264 .
0.3733 0.8861 2.0502 4.7614
0.2215 0“5427 1.0380 2.1868


















(b)Antisymmetricloadings [Qa] - Continued
Plan form 114
‘Ma 0.7401 0.5636 o.k~8 ~.;~5 ~.~z@
0.3780 2.0172 1.41j02 looo~ l
0.2005 1.0052 3.1639 2.0176 1.2512 0:7937
0.1358 0.%U2 ~.60$ 4=3.017 2.~9 1.2503
0.0%6 o.3721- 2.0355 4.7018 2.*3
0.0544 0.2202 0:539 1.0502 2.1598 4.8247
0.0256 0.1071 0. 2k67 0.4Q6 0.8438 1.7694
Plan form 121
‘0.3950 :S);c) 0.u68 -0.0668 0.0648 -0.0355
0 l 1369 0.3364 O.lml 0.0605 0.0258
0.0575 “ 0:4151 1.8294 0.7U?0 0.2516 0.1283
0.0396 0.1924 0.8208 2.6.Y20 I.mo 0.3962
0.0250 0.1322 0.4098 1.1991 3.2768 L 3761
0.0165 0.0771 0.2573 0.5753 1.4475 3.62M
















0.5105 0.3962 0.2084 0.1239 0.0597 0.0332 0.o117-
0 l 2151 1.1742 0.6731 0.3035 0 l 1715 0.0756 0.0333
o.m28 0.5345 1=7617 o0875Q 0.3660 0.192 0.0661
0.0667 o.27~ 0.8234 2.2618 1.0403 0.4042 0.1660
0.0415 0.1794 0.4256 1.0* 2.65* 1.1331 0.3558
0.0264 o.m59 0.2614 0.5134 1.1746 2.8485 “0.9965









0.4066 0.2566 0.1679 0:0882 0.0470 0.0172.
1.1473 0.7294 0.3866 0.2243 0.1.038 0.0432
0.5376 1.7392 0.9401 0.4337 0.2247 0.0792
0.2805 0.8276 2.2078 1.06u2 0.4293 0.1732
0.1818 0.4x6 1. O*1 2.5382 1.0930 O.*22
o.m66 0.2619 0.5052 1.1218 2.67EiL 0.9263
0.0527 o.lag7 0.2427 0.4275 0.9672 2.39@
. . ---- . ..— .— — .—— _ .-— —
—— —




































(b) Antisymmetriclo-s [Qa] - Continued
Planform124
O.110~ 0,.2&)3 0.2027 0.u52 0.0618
1.lm2 0.7532 0.4475 0.2752 0.1326
0.5354 $7118 ;.~~ 0.4983 0.2613
0.2835 1.0sQ6 0.4602
0.1824 0:4324 1:0256 2.k638 1.0716
0. m58 0.2597 0.4984 l.o@l 2.55J+2
0.0520 0.u78 0.2383 0. 4U.3 0.9196
Planform133
0.2306 0.0958 0.0473 0.0157 0.0088
0.7090 O-* o. logl 0.0521. 0.0153
0.2974 ;.fi~ 0.3876 ~so~8 0.0465
0.1325 1.2330 0.1002
0.081.7 O:lm .0.5150 1:4131 0.4314
0.0443 0.u26 0.=70 O.*88 1.5350


















































































(b) A.ntisynunetricloadings [Qa]- Continued
Plan form 214
‘o.8214 0.7350 0.5638 0.4791 0.3488 0.2341 0.l115-
0.3750 2.oo1o 1.4453 1.0152 0.7716 0.4870 0.2414
0.1992 0.9987 3.1426 2.0196 1.2799 0.8406 0.3918
0.1349 0.5578 1.5967 4.07% 2.3577 1. 2g22 0.6318
0=0859 0.3691 0=8774 2=0246 4.67@ 2.3629 0.9571
0.0538 0.2176 0.5341 1.0228 2.1493 4.7979 1.8522
-0.0252 0 .m56 0.2438 0.4849 0.8388 1.7594 4.1.@-
Plan form 221
0.3909 0.0451 0.0940 -o l O1oo 0.0491 -0.0093 0.0157
0.1372 1.0008 0.4340 0.1749 0.U77 0.0581 0.0298
o.04g8 0.4215 1.7701 0.8148 0.3618 0.2087 0.0852
0.0W9 0.2024 0.8049 2.4866 1.1785 0.5089 0.2330
0.0256 0.1372 0. M71 1.1530 3.0679 1.385o 0.4!328
0.0167 0.0797 0.2528 0.5558 1.3615 3.3390 1.2305
0.0079 0.0401 0.1144 0.2674 0.5179 1.2086 2.9890
Plan form 222
i). 4799 0.3884 0.2364 0.1625 0.0945 0.0570 0 l 0240-
0.2049 L u87 0.6938 0.3765 0.2407 0.1273 0.0593
0.0994 0.5165 1.7002 0.9274 0.4657 0.2694 0.1100
0.0645 0.2673 o.@48 2.1930 1.1o14 0.5027 0.2260
0.0400 0.1740 0.4182 1.0317 2“5637 1.1729 0.4193
0.0252 0.1018 0.2547 0.5027 1.1395 2.7199 0.9964









0.3942 0.2677 0.1966 0.1202 0.0719 0.0305
1.0996 0.7295 0.4355 0.2862 0.1550 0.0709
0.5207 1.6829 0.9700 0.5165 0.3005 0.1236
0.2736 0.8088 2.15= 1.IJ29 0.5208 0.2329
0.1765 0.4221 1.0175 2.4766 1.1406 0.4081
0.1025 0.2546 0.4954 1.0991 2.5944 0.9~9
0.0501 0.u56 2.29420.2357 0.4189 0.9365 _
..- -——..— .-
———— ---
38 NACA TN 3476
TAPiLiV.- Continued
(b) Antisynmetric16@ings [Qa~ -
Plan form 224
0.4501 0.3925 0.2825 0.2199 0.1414
0.2o1o 1.om4 0.7446 0 .475a 0.3243
0. u25 0.52u ;.g65 0.9996 0.5605
0.0669 0.2773 2:1277 1. 13Q3
0.041-O 0.1778 0:4243 1.oQg6 2.4222
0.0252 0.1o21 0:2529 0.4@0 1.0700





















































































































































0.2263 O.1~1 0.0866 0.0434
0.6435 0.3892 0.1923 0.1075
0.2855. 0. 94% 0.4723 0.1956
0.1347” 0.4157 1.1657 ~ 0.4952
0.0805 0.1906 0.4934 1.3019
0.oti27 O.lot% 0.23.01 0.5177











































































































[1(b) Antisymmetric loadings Qa - Continued
Plan form414
0.7357 0.5675 o.4@o 0.3663 0.2551 0.X271
2.0009 1.4498 1.0307 0.8019 0.5254 0.2707
0.9955 3.1426 2.0323 1.3133 0.8883 0.4305
0.5494 1.5866 4.0713+ 2.3836 1.3363 0.6726
0.3551 0.8552 2.0051 4.679~ 2.38& 0.9897
0.2016 0.5053 0.9888 2.1263 4.7976 1.%77
0.0945 0.2221 0.4559 0.8122 1.7454 4=~39_
. Plan form415
0.7365 0.5693 0.4913 0.3684 0.2566 O.E79-
2.oo21 1.4530 1.0348 o.~56 0.5280 0.2720
0.9978 3.1459 2.0371 1.3178 0.8913 0.4321
0.5514 1.5901 4.0812 2.3833 1.3380 0.6734
0.3554 0.8558 2.0045 ~067~ 2.3856 0.9883
0.1995 0.5o12 0.9815 4.7t!63 I. E%18



































































N(b)Antisymmetric-lo_s Qa - Continued
-q”
Plan form423
-0.4550 0.3932 0.2854 0.2353 0.16g4 0.1.166 0.05m-
0.1988 1.0834 0.7465 0.4984 0.3758 0.2404 0.1241
0.0954 0.5027 1.6634 I.olb 0.6229 0.4145 0.1987
0.0574 0.2457 0.7707 2’.1322 1.1849 0.6376 0.3201
0.0316 0.1441 0.3672 0.9630 2.45~ 1.2Q92 0.4881
0.0178 0.0743 0.2012 0.4266 1.0$22 2.$49 0.9813















































































0.1197 0.0182 0.0634 0.0074 0.0330 0.0029–
0.5297 ~.~; 0.IJ8 O.llOk 0.0559 0.0371
0. U55 4?o. 62 0.2276 0.MW5 0.0718
0.0360 0:2%5 1.3633 0.6566 g.;&7 0.16x2
0.0228 0.0952 0.4733 1.7325 0.2961
0.0098 0.0531 0.1661 0.6302 1:9635 0.7252
0.0052 0.0195 0.0732 0.1936 0.6366 1“m5_
. . — — . —. --- .-— —.— - .—





























(b) Antisymmetric loadings [%] -
Plan fOm 432
0.2222 0.1337 0. loog 0.0673
0.6443 0.3781 0.2124 0.1534
0.2259 0.9380 ~.@& 0.2599
0.0767 0.32@ o.5%3
0.0389 O.XL> 0:4235 1.4179
0.0169 0.0565 0.1438 0.49/34
0.0075 0.0202 0.0592 0.1441
Plan form 433
o.22go 0.1466 0.1110 0.0734
0.6467 0.4003. 0.2335 0.1653
0.25F 0.9437 0.5114 0.2741
0.0914 0*3499 1.1739 0.5792
0.0444 0.M26 0.4192 l.ymg
0.0M6 0.0575 0.1382 0.4610
0.0076 0.0199 0.0535 0.1265
Plan form4+
O.2S9 0.1549 0.1185 0.0779
0.643 0.4143 0.2492 0.1744
0.2680 0.9488 o.52~ 0.2862
0.1042 0.3707 1.1659 0.5788
0.0492 0.1314 0.4203 1.5031
0.0195 0.0575 0.1322 0.4276
0.0070 0.o18g 0.0460 0.1083
Plan forIl1435
0.2318 0.1584 0.221.8 0.0798
0.6429 0.4205 0.2563 0.1783
0.2751 ~.~;~~ 0.5375 0.2916
0.U03 1.1681 0.5835
0.0515 0:1356 0.4225 L 2872
0.0194 0.0563 0.1275 0.4067































































[1(b)Antisynmetric loadings f& -
Plan form441
0.0595 -0.0188 O.0*0 -0.0141
0.2843 0.1291 0.0151 0.0485
0.0185 0.5369 g.220m2 0.0635
0.0070 0.0731 l 0.3242
0.Oom 0.0184 0.1574 1.0751
0.0016 0.0092 0.0375 0.2534
0.0004 0.0037 0.0143 0.0561
Plan form 443
0.1408 0.07= 0.0480 0.0276
0.4167 o.a31 0.0963 0.0635
O.logo 0.5629 0.2488 0.I.004
0.0251 0.1297 0.6779 0.2733
0.0091 0.0300 0.1447 0.7776
0.0040 0.0103 0.0328 0.1600
0.0002 0.0056 0.0066 0.0350
Plan formsll
0.6388 0.4240 0.4001 0.2718
Lg664 1.3378 y& 0.7u29
0.8969 3.2016 L 2736
0.4621 L5494 4:2932 2.4733
0.3002 0.8152 2.0836 5.04zL
0.1729 0.4911 1.0314 2.2g85
0.0841 0.2214 0.4872 O*O7
Plan form 512
0.7605 0.5742 0.4923 0*3690
2.0852 1.4841 1.04u 0.8122
0.9926 3.2595 2.0821 1.3385
0.4944 1.5748 4.2374 2.4592
0.2675 0. 76u 2.0143 4.8501
0.1031 0.4098 0.9406 2.1908
































. . . .—-------- ._
..— —- —. .














0.5666 0.4874 0.3657 0.2557 0.u278
1.4520 1.02&) 0.8014 0.5267 0.2’722
3.15f36 2.0X5 1.3139 0.8917 0.4332
1.5751 4.m04 2.3X4 1.3435 0.6779
0.8326 1.9971 4.7178 2.4096 0.9997
0.4850 0.9731 2.1355 4.642 1.8914
O.zlog 0.4464 0.8131 1.7667 4J693,
Plan form 514
r
0.8290 0.7414 0.5710 0.4923 0.3696 o.258k O.ugl
0.3772 2.0172 1.4592 1.0368 0.(W3k 0.5315 0.27k6
0.1978 0.9989 3.1640 2.0437 1.3220 p!389 :-064359
0. lX)O 0“5438 ;“;% b“lolk 2.3931 0.67900.Oym 0.3424 1.9944 4.7025 2:4009 0.9960
0.0447 0.1856 0:4767 0.9564 2.IL08 4.8238 1.8780




















































































































[1(b)Antisymmetric losdings Qa - Continued
Plan form 522
0.4029 0.2837 0.2345 0l 1710
1.1212 0.75u o.4~8 0.3790
0.4772 1.703 1.0256 0.6269
0.2Q19 0.7267 2.1959 1.2146
O.lom 0.5079 0.9345 2.5680
0.0514 g.:~~ 0.3810 1.0538
0.0225 . 0.1612 0.3539
pm form 523
10.M)2 0.06020.2464 0.12@0.4248 0.20560.6574 0.33381.2687 0.51462.7248 1.04640.9404 2.4232
0.4061 0.2934 0.2428 0.1765 0. z32 0.0617
1.1193 0.7666 0.3894 0.2525 ylJ
0.5025 1.7065 %ii 0.6387 0.4305 l
0.2242 0 l 7521 2.1755 1.2066 0.6537 0.3315
0.W38 0.3208 0.9280 2.5031 1.2341 0.5006
O.0*
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[1(b) Antisymetric losd&s Qa - Continued
Plan form 531
0.1653 0.1575 0.0054 0.0853--0.0008 0.0456 0.0006”
0.0080 0.5278 0. 3U3 o.Id18 0.1315 0.0542 0.0458
0.0017 0.0819 0.9658 0.5018 0.231k o. l&)2 0.0768
0.0017 0.0160 0.2238 1.4197 0.6993 0.3271 0.1778
0.0003 0.Olog 0.0527 0.4069 1.8331 :.:84 0.3193
0.0005 0.0031 0.0287 0. I-081 0.5826 0.7909










0.239k 0.1450 0.1.087 0.0736 0.0518 0.0263
0.6876 0.3995 0.2226 0.1639 0.3.016 0.0556
0.20% o.9&7 0.5146 0.2676 0.1827 0.0862
0.0507 0.2838 .1.2450 0.6108 0.2915 0.1540
0.0220 0.072Q 0.3678 1.4826 0.6725 0.2541
0.0075 0l0315 0.0933 0.4463 1.64% 0.6u





0.3120 0.2466 0.1558 O.IM) 0.0786 0.0539 0.0272
0.1165 0.6946 0.4235 0.2446 0.1748 0.I.074 0.0576
0.0359 0.2402 0.9931 0.5312 0.2821 0.1855 0.0887
0.0143 0.06p 0.3148 1.a.96 0.5973 0.2849 0.1483
0.0048 0.0269 0.0822 0.3662 1.3989 0.6257 0.2352
0.0020 0.0088 0.0324 0.0834 0.4036 1.51k5 005562
































(b) Antisymmetricloadings Qa - Continued
Plan form *1 .
.
0.0775 0.0879 -o.02Eb 0.0472 -0.0194 0.0245 -0.0060
-0.0091 0.2728 0.1709 0.003.0 0.0653 -0.0016
1
0.0223
0.0035 -0.0086 0.5368 0.2648 0l0531 0.0796 O.om
-ol0o1o O.om. 0.0236 0.8322 0.3687 o.rLo6 0.0816
0.0006 -0.0013 0.0125 0.0886 1.1273 0.4655 0.1425
-o l 0002 0.0017 0.0008 0.0199 0.1769 1.3819 0.4926









































































0.7591 0.5774 0.4965 0.3738 g.~~ 0.1316
0.3839 2.0717 1.482I 1.0454 . 0.8178 0.2799
0.1922 0.9977 3.2301 2.0696 1=3359 o: glog 0.4434
0.IL64 0.5061 1.5601 4.17&L 2.4279 1.3650 0.6905
0.0618 0.2879 0.7610 1.9604 4.8053 2.W94 1.0147
0.0308 0.1398 0.3990 0“8785 2.m42 4.96x 1.9300
0.0132 0.0739 0.1504 0.3708 0.7531 1.7715 4.29u2
..— .—.— —.. —_—









0“85’P 0.7624 O.~@j 0.5001 0.3752
0.3871 2.0~3 1.4g18 1.0526 0.8205
0.1983 1.03$?7 3.2425 2.079) 1.3393
0.1238 0.5257 1.5813 4.1831 2.4266
0.0658 O.SU 0.7696 L9567 4.7817
0.0335 0.1407 o.38ef5 0.8453 2.0533















































































































0 l 9373 2:3336
0.128’7 0.0652-
0.259b 0.1377













(b)Antisymmetricloadings Qa - Concluded
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(a) Synmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.































0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
DimslldonlessSp mmsOrdinste,fi
(c) Lift.distribution for inboard flap.
(d)Liftdistributionfor outboardaileron.
Figure 2.- Concluded.

















(a) _tric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetriclift distributions.







(A = 1.5; A = 0.50; -
_——
NACA TN 3476 55
0
0 ,1 .2 .3 .4 l5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
DlmsnsionlsssSlmllwiseOrdinste,@
(c)Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d)Liftdistributionfor outboardaileron.
Figure3.- Concluded.
. .. —-..—. ______ ____ _
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0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .6 .9 1.0
.
DilwllsionlessSpami8eOrdtnaie, p
{a) Symnetric lift distributions. .
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
.
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Dimensionlesssp xwWeordinate,7
(a) Symmetric l&t distributions.
(b)Antisymmetriclift distributions. ‘
,



















.3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
DimensiolllsssS l miseOrdinste,@
distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 5.- Concluded.
——-.. . . ..— — ..— —. -
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60 NACA TN %76
.— .—
--lnmensio-ilesaSp miseordinate, r
(a) Symetric lift distributions.
.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
Figure 6.- Spanwis.e lift distribut~iolfor plan form 122 (A = 3.0; A = 0.25; “
A= .



















o .1 .2 .3 .4 - .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Dlmenalonlessqmnwiseordinate,~
..
(c)Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 6.- COndtied.
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“o .1- .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .6 .9 1.0
Dinlensionles9SpaUmSeordinate,p
(a) Symetric klf’tdistributions.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distribute.m.
Figure 7.- Spanwise lift distrfl:~iolfor plan form 123 (A = 3.0; A = 0.50;
.
.







0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
DimmlsionlsssSpenwissOrdinfds,@
(c)Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 7i- Concluded.
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(a) Symnetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymetric lift distributions. .
















(d)Lift distributionfor outboardaileron. -~ ,
Figure8.- Concluded.
..—_.. .—. . -.
—
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66 NACATN3476
(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b)Antisymmetric lift distributions.










0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Dimensionlesssp nwlseordinste,p
(c) Id.f%distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 9.- Concluded.
.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) AntisymmetricUft distributions.
















0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .6 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
DimensionlessSpsmviseOldlnste,p
(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d)Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 10.- Concluded.
.
. ..— . . .. ..- .—— —.. — —-. — ..— — ..— .
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70 NACATN3k76
(b) Antisymetric lift distributions.
Figure il.- Spanwise lift distributionsfor plan form 213 (A = 1.5;
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0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 “1.0
DimensionlessSp nwiseordinate,@
.
(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron. “
Fifie Il.- Concluded. ,
—.. — - _________ _
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0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
DinlemodeSSpEmwlseordinate,p
(a) Symmetric ltit distributions.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions~
Figure 12.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form





















0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Dllllellsiollless~ rc illate,p
.
(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 12.- Concluded.
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0 .1 .2 .9 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0




(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
Figure 13.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form 23 (A = 30;
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0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7- .8 .9 1;0
Dhm?nsionlessSpsnwiseOrdinste,p
(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.


















-0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8
Dimenalodesspaxwkeomhde, p .
(a) Synnnetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisynm&ric lift distributions.
Figure 14.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form
















o .1 ,2 lS ,4 .5 .6 l’7 .8 .9 Lo
DhUellsloalessEpanwisaordinate,y
.. . .-
(c)Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d)~ft distribution for outboard
Figure 14.- Concluded.
aileron.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b)Antisynmetric lift distributions.
,
Figure 15.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form 225 (A = 3.0;
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard
(d) Lift distribution for outboard
Figure 15.- Concluded.
.
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(.) Synunetric lift distributic)m.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
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(a) _tric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 17.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric Mf’t distributions.
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d)Lift distribution for’outboard aileron.
Figure 18.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymetric lift distributions.
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron;
Figure 19.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisynnnatric W% distributions.
Figure 20.- Spamise lift distributions forplanfom
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(c)Lift distributionfor inboardflap.
(d) Lift distributionfor outboardaileron.
Figure20.- Concluded.
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(.) Symmetriclift distributimm.
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(c)Lift distributionfor inboardflap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 21.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions. -
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
.9 1.U
Figure 22.- E@nwise W distributions for plan form 412 (A = 1.s;
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
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= (a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b)Antisymmetric Mft distributions.
Figure 23.- Spanwise lift distributionsfor plan form 413 (A = .1.5;
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d)Lift distributionfor outboard aileron.
Figure 23.- Concluded.
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(a) Symm&ic liftXllstribtiions.
(b) Antisyme?jric lift distributions. -
Figure 24~- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form 111 (A = 1.5;
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(c)IJf% distributionfor inboardflap.
(d)Lift distribtiim for outboard aileron.
Figure 24.- Concluded.
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(.) Symetri. lift distributic)m.
(b) Antisymnetric lift distributions.
.gure25.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form 415 (A .1.5
A = 1.50; A = 300).
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
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(a) Symmetric MPt distributions.
.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
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Figure 27.- Spanwise lift distributionsfor plan fonn 422 (A = 3.0;
A s 0.25; A s 300).












(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 27.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric M distributions.
(b) Autisymmetric lift distributions.
.
.Figure 28.- Spanwise lift M.stributiotifor plan form 423 (A = 3.0;
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 28.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetric Mft distributions.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
Figure 30.- Spanwise lift distributions for.plan form 425 (A = 3.0;
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(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d)Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure jl.- Concluded. ,.
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(a) Symetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
.
.
Figure 32.- Spanwise lift distributionsfor plan form 432 (A = 6.0;
X= O.a; A= 300).
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Atrtisymetric lift distributions.
Figure 33.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form 433 (A = 6.0;
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(c) IiLf% diqtrib~ion for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for c&board aileron.
Fimre 33.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisynmetric lift distributions.
Figure ~.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan fo~ 434 ‘(A = 6.0;
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(C) - distribution for Inboard flap. -
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b)Antisymmetric lift distributions.
Figure 35.- Spanwlse lift distributionsfor plan form 435 (A = 6.o;
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 35.- concl~ed.
.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymetric lift distributions.
Figure 36.- Spanwise lift dist~ibutions for plan f&m Ml (A . M. O;
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(c) Iilft distribution for inboard flap.
“(d)Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 36.- Concluded.
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(a) S_tric lift distributions. “ - “
.-
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(b) Antisymmetric lift dis%ribq~&<u- .
Figure 37.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form 4.43(A = 1.2.O;
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
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“-Dimensi”ti SPam3&3ordinate, p
(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
.
(b) Antisymetric lift distributions.
Figure 38.- Spanwi.selift distributi~o)for plan form 511 (A = 1.5;
A= O;A= .
—
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(C) ~ distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure ~.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions..
(b) Antisymmetric lift.distributions.
Figure 39.- Spanwise lM’t distri~io~ ;: plan fofi 512 (A
= 1.5;
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(c) Lift dhtributionfor Moardfbp.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b)Antisymmetriclift distributions.
Figure 40.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form
A = 0.50; A = 45°).
513 (A= 1.5;
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(c) Lift distribution‘for inboard flap.
(d)Lift distribtiion-for ‘outboardaileion~
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymetric lift distributions.
Figure 41.- Spa&he lMt distributionsfor plan form 51& (A = 1.5;
A= ~o’jo;* = 450).
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. (c) Hft distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Mft distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure kl. - Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetric MI% distributions.
Figure 42.- Spanuise lift distributions for plan form
X = 1.50; A = 45°).
515(A=l.5;
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(c) Lift dis&ibution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 42.- Concluded.
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(a) Synnnetric lift distributions.
(b)A@.symetric lift distributions.
.
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
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(a) @nmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymetric lift distributions.
Figure &h.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form 522 (A = 3.0;
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
Figure 45.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form
A = 0.50j A = 45°).
.9 1.0
523 (A s 3.0;
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(c) U distribution for inboard flap. ~
(d) Lift distribution for otib~d aileron.
Figure 45.- concl~edc .“
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions. .
(b) Ahtisym@ric lift‘distrib&ions .’ “. “
Fimre ~.= %anwise lift distributions for
--
h= 1.00; A = 450).
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 46.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
Figure 47.- Spanwise lift &tributions for plan form 525 (A = 3.0;
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(c) Lift” distributionfor inboar~ flap.
(d)IAft distribution for outboard aileron.
Figure 47.- Concluded. -
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(c) Uft distribution for inbomd f-p.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymetric lift distributions.
Figure 49.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form 532 (A = 6.0;
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(c)lift distribtiionfor inb&rd flap.
(d)Liftdistributionfor outboardaileron.
Figure 49. - Concluded.
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(a) Symetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymetric lift distributions.
50.- Spanwise lift distributionsfor plan form 533 (A = 6.0;
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(c) ldft di~ribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
.
Figure 50.- Concluded.
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(a) Synnnetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetric lift distributions.
Figure 51.- Spanwise ME% distributions for plan form
1= ~.00; A = 450).
.9 1.0
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(a) Synmetric lift distributions.
(b)Arrtisymmetriclifk distributions.
Figure 52.- Spanwise Idf%
A
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Dimsnslonless Spatlwiseordinate, p
(c)Lift distributionfor inboardflap.
(d)Lift distributionfor outboardaileron. ~
Figure52.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) AntisyImetfic lift distributions.
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(c) Mft distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distributionfor outboardaileron.
Figure 53.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymetric lift distributions.
Figure 54.- Spanwise lift distributions for
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
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(aj E&metric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymnetric lift distributions.
Figure 55.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form 613 (A = 1.5;
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
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(a) Symmetric lift d.istributi.ns.
. (b) Antisymmetric Mft distributions.
Figure 56.- Spanwise lift distributions for plan form
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(.) Synunetric lift distribute..s.
(b)Antisymmetric lift distributions.
Figure 57.- Spanwise U distributions for plan form 615 (A = 1.5;
A = 1.50; A = 600).
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(a) Symetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmetriclift distributions.
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
T’imre 58.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisymmet,ric lift distributions.
Figure 59.- Spanwise lift distributionsfor plan form 622 (A = 3.0;
A = 0.25; A = 600).
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(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.










Dlmansionless Spamvbe ordinate, p
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.
(a) Symetric lift distributions.
(b) Antisym&ric lift distributions.
Figure 60.- Spanwise lift distributionsfor plan form 623 (A = 3.0;
A = 0.50; A = 60°).
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.
(c) Lift distribution for inboard flap.
(d)Lift distribution for outboard
Figure 60.. Concluded.
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(a) SynnnAric lift distributions.
(b) Antisynuuetric lift distributions.
61.-Spanwise lift distributionsfor plan form 624 (A = 3.[
A= 1.00; A = 600).
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(c) Lift distributionsfor inboardfla..
(d)Lift distributionfor outboardaileron.
Figure61.- Concluded.
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(a) Symmetriclift distribtiions. ~
(b) Antisynn’netric lift distributions.

























Dimensionless Spsmvise Ordinste, p
(c) Lift di&rib~iom for &board flap.
(d) Lift distribution for outboard aileron.
‘Figure 62. - Concluded.
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